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It’s red, is the color

It begins to sink in, in which I am bird

Salted earth

A secret self
INSTRUMENTATION

2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Bb Clarinets (English Horn)
2 Bassoons

2 Horns in F
1 C Trumpet
1 Bass Trombone

Timpani
Percussion:
   1. glockenspiel, marimba, vibraphone

Harp

Soprano

Strings

Score in C
INFIDEL POETRY

text by

Megan S. Levad

1. It’s red, is the color

_I love my lover well she knows, I love the ground on where she goes but still I hope the time will come when she and I will be as one_ 

--Irish folksong

of my true love’s hair he sang to me  
made hallow the ground  
hallow the ground on which I stand  

it’s red is what he first said to me and then his name  
he named himself for me, he  
cut the corner tall dark and handsome and made  

a bee-line for me he made me a bee- 
buzz and clatter  
in my mouth. I was hot  

I was red to the touch  
when he named himself for me, he started singing  
red is the color of my true love’s hair  

everyone stopped,  
stopped to see the hallowed ground  
the crowd gathered the crowd circled us  

and made an equation chalk out the stars  
find what goes here and here and here and here and here and here what goes  

what goes? it’s red my true love’s hair red  
the buzz and clatter of true love  
red his name when he said it for me when he said what goes

2. It begins to sink in, in which I am a bird

I took myself to the river,  
walked all that way not speaking.  
Not I to nor I to bird, to fish,  
to steam rising from the wood below us.  
To steam rising from my breasts  
below us. I am all breasts and breath  
these days, can’t do  
but heave and hollow, fly up  
into the half-light fading fast.  
As, if I am a bird and I love a fish,  

and I love a fish.
3. Salted earth

It was not my choice
the last to arrive

What salted earth is this
what thirst must I survive

From the beginning
I was a disappointment

hands pocketed
they shrugged: they guessed

they did not know what they were getting

4. A secret self

At two o'clock I was a faithful wife. No, that is not
Exactly accurate. Correct,
Precise in my loyalty. And now? a perfect copy of the
Original, guaranteed, the very

Genuine in my love, proved by
A lack of malice, afore, affront. Homekeep,
I nearly tied keys neatly at my waist.
No,

But I polished the lamplight and watched my shadow
Scissor the room.

In its glow a secret
Self limber under
Amber light.

Hush as a button,
Sharp as a pin, I was in the kitchen more in those days,
Folding my batters so gently and always
Standing just so at the open oven door.
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he sang freely, adoringly to me made hal-low the ground, made hal- low the ground on which I stand it's
to me— and then his name. He named him self for me,
made a bee-line for me
he made me a bee-buzz and clatter
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with a sense of awe

eve-ry - one stopped, stopped... to see the
2. It begins to sink in, in which I am a bird
took my self to the river, to the river, I took my self to the river,
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I was a faithful wife. No, that is not exactly accurate. Correct, precise in my loyalty.
And now... and now... and now...

empowered

a perfect cup...?
Moving forward, with motion poco accel.
lamp light and watched my shadow scissor the room.
slowly becoming more agitated

Hush as a button, sharp as a pin.
I was in the kitchen in those days, folding my bat-ters so gent-ly and al-ways stand-ing just so.
Eerily

and I, and I al-ways stand-ing just so at the o- pen o-ver doo-r, o-pen